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O. 酬TRODUCfION
The term “bilingualism" is usually understood as a situation or condition in which
two linguistic codes are made use of by the same speaker or speech community, and
“bilingual" has been impressionistically conceived as a person who has the kind ofability
to manipulate two linguistic systems and actually practices it; the fwo terms, however,
are seldom adequately defined in the literature on the subject (see Cohen 1975). The lack
\、
of an adequate definition.for “bilingualism" is perhaps due to the fact that it is an abstract
concept; a “bilingual", being a physical entity, appears to be somewhat easier to define
(see Tse 1983).
Another term,“diglossia", which was first advanced by Ferguson (1 959), has been
employed to refer to the functional differentiation between two languages (or two varieties
of the same language) at the societa11eve1 (see Ferguson 1959),or, in an extended sense,to
all the “'functionally differentiated language varieties ofwhatever kind" (Fishman 1971a:
540) 一 -whether they are the officially recognized different “languages" of a speech
society, the prestigious,“standard",“high" language and the vernacular,“substandard",
“low" 1anguage(s) of such a society, or merely the different varieties, registers, dialects,
etc., of the same language, which are functionally differentiated in different speech “do-
mains" in connection with a society (see Fishman 1971b, Findling 1971 , Gumperz 1964b,
Cohen 1975, etc.). Since the introduction of the term by Ferguson “diglossia" has gained
favor among sociologists and sociolinguists; “bilingualism", however, has been preferred by
psychologist and psycho1inguists (Fishman 1971a: 539).
The distinction in nomenclature between bilingualism and d忽lossia reflects a shift of
interest from questions like “What happens in the individual who speaks two languages 戶，:
“How does he come to master the two systems戶 ， Which of the two dominates戶，" etc.,to
the question “ Who speaks what to whom and when?" (see Fishman 1965b). In other-
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可司司，
which lend themselves to insightful study ofthe subject.
1.1 The Subjects
The subjects of the study is a population of about 50 Chinese children at various
ages and of different linguistic, social and family background in Vienna, who for one
reason or another has come (or immigrated) to Austria for shorteror longer time, and
who will or will not leave the country in the future. These are the Chinese children who
are from Taiwan, Hongkong, or some other countries (areas), and for whom Mandarin
Chinese (or a certairi. Chinese dialect) is retained 一一 if not in the child, then at least in the
parents. The term “Chinese" here is, therefore, linguistically, rather than politically or
genealogically, defined. And, among these, the then 2-year-old (now four) daughter ofthe
writer is the main一 -and in some sense most important and typical--subject ofstudy. For
the others the writer either knows the children in person, or knows the parents well
enough as to be able to observe the language of their children.
1.2 Methods And Procedures
Early as the time when the main subject (the writer's daughter, known as “Ting-
ting") was born (on October 2, 1980, in Taipei) and during its infancy, the father, as a
linguist, has made sporadic observations and taken written and tape records of the lan-
gauge of the child. Since September 1982, when the child was brought to Vienna by her
father, records have been regularly kept for a study of language development. These
include notes taken and utterances transcribed and recorded (in tapes).
The language of the other subjects was taken during a period of about one year
(ca. Feb. 1983 - Jan. 1984) and has been for the most part preserved in tape recordings.
These recordings were taken on the very spot where an inartificial occasion of communi-
cation existed一 -at home, in the kindergarten, and at various gatherings of the Chinese
community (not a China town). Descriptions and analysis are ther~fore based on such
data.
There exists no official record with regard to the total number ofChinese inhabitants
in Austria. One reason for the lack of an official record is perhaps due to the difficulty
in defining who is a Chinese and who is not (see 1.1 above). An inofficial record states that
there are about 800一 1 ，000 Chinese residents in Austria, and most of them (over 60%)
live in Vienna. Let's say, then, there are 600 Chinese in Vienna, and that for each family見童期雙語情景與學習德語 317
there are, on the average, two children. The result is than 300 adults and 300 children.
The writer's population of fifty, therefore, constitutes one-sixth ofall Chinese children in
the capital. Some of the children were born in Austria and are therefore naturalized
(usually with the parents), and others are not. The occupational, socioeconomic and
educational status of the parents lends itself to great diversity. The sampling ofsubjects is
therefore random and reliable.
1.3 Delimitation
Although the study has handled the language ofa population ofabout 50 subjects, it
has not, except for the main subject, handled the language development ofthe population
in a longitudinal manner: observations since the births ofthe children have not been made,
and no follow-up study after the observation period has been made, either. The study is,
therefore, chiefly horizontal in nature. In addition,as the writer has taken his own child as
the main subject of study, some of the statements and conclusions made about this par-
ticular·subject may be idiolectal or idiosyncratic and therefore may reasonably not be so
generalized as to apply to the whole population ofsubjects, and not to be projected to all
Chinese children acquiring German.
2. The Language
The general, nationallanguage as spoken in Austria is German, but German ofanother
kind. Austrian German is characterized by certain significant features at phonetic, lexical,
syntactic and semantic levels which distinguish itself from the standard variety of the
German .language, Hochdeutsch (High German). Owing to geographical adjacency to the
southern German region of Bayern (Bavaria, centered around Munchen), the general,
especially mid-western dialect of Austrian German comes much closer to that of Bavaria
than to the high language.l
There is，的 the writer observes, substantial difference in pronunciation, intonational,
rhythm and tempo between Austrian German and the standard Germany variety. Among
these, Wienerisch, the dialect of Vienna, appears to be a distinct dialect of Austrian
German, which distinguishes itself from all other varieties ofthe latter.
1. For a general description of Austrian German, see “Deutsch in Osterreich," in Ebner, Wie Sagt
Man in Osterreich 戶， 207-22. Mannheim (Germany): Dedenverlag.318 數學與研究第七期
Phonetically, the German language is characterized, though to some extent im-
pressionistically, by relatively less variation in intonation, ryhthm and tempo as compared
with such “ryhthmic" languages as (British) English. The sounds of German sound very
“hard" to the non-german ear; the sentence “flat"; and many combinations of sounds are
just tongue-twisting both to the English and to the Chinese speaker. It lacks, so to speak,
the impressionistic quality offluency and “liquidity." The word-initial Izl ofHochdeutsch
(spelled 忘的 in Sie ‘(polite form of) you', so 'so', sagen 'say', Sache ‘thing', Saal ‘hall',
Samstag ‘Saturday', etc.) gives the acoustic impression of being “ hard,"“rigid,"“cold,"
or any other epithet of the' kind (so the writer was told by his Canadian classmate一-one
who perhaps for some reason fostered an unconscious prejudice against Germans or the
German language一 -at the language center of the University of Vienna). Many of the
consonant clusters，的 Ipf/2 (as in Pferd ‘horse', Kopf 'head', Pfennig ‘penny', Pfiff
‘whistle', Karpfen ‘carp', etc.一 -not to mention the addition of some other consonants to
the cluster，的 I-mpf-I in schimpfen ‘scold' and Ipfl-I in P[lanze ‘plant', P[licht ‘duty',
etc.), Ikn-I (as in knapp ‘tight', Knecht ‘slave', Knie ‘knee', etc.), Itsvl (as in zwei ‘two',
zwischen ‘between', zwolf ‘twelve', zwanzig ‘twenty', zwar ‘indeed', Zweck ‘purpose',
etc.), I-Inl (as in sammeln ‘collect', wandeln ‘walk, wander', Tafeln ‘blackboards', etc.),
IJvi (as in Geschwister ‘brothers and sisters', schwarz ‘black', Schwein 'pig, swine'
Schwester ‘sister', schwimmen ‘swim', etc.), and so on.
Some of the “hard" sounds of standard German, however, have been to some extent
“softened" in Austria. This tendency is most obviously perceived in the softening of all
word-initial Izl sounds to its voiceless counterpart lsi (if for some not totally voiceless,
then at least to a great extent devoiced), thus producing lsi: I for Izi: I Sie ‘(polite form of)
you', Ise: I for Ize: I See ‘sea(f.); lake(m.)', Isol for Izol so ‘so', !,sa:ganl for !,za:gQnl
sagen ‘say', /,se:Qnl for /,ze:Qnl sehen 'see', and the like. This makes the pronunciation
of such words much easier for English and Chinese speakers because, in English, word-
initial s is always pronounced as lsi and, in Chinese, there is a similar voiceless po but no
voiced counterpart.
Austrian German lends itself in genera
2. jpfl may also beconsidered as a single consonant.圖
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‘You can't do that! (It's not permitted to do that!)'; etc. All these ahd siirtilatTittefances
of Wienerisch, when spoken exactly by a Viennese with a native accent, are not to be
easily comprehended even by speakers of standard German. The following is the rewritten
version ofthese sentences in the generallanguage done by the writer:
(l) a. wunsch' wohl g'speist z'hab'n
ich wunsche mich,gut gespeist zu haben
b. a schon's Wetter z'mach'n
(ein) schones Wetter zu haben
c. Dees kummt rna spanisch vur.
Dies(es) kommt mir seltsam vor.
d. Rab'n S' an' Idee!
Raben Sie eine Idee!
e. da~ i net lach
da(3 ich nicht lache
f. Sunst haben S' kaane Schmerz'n?
Sonst haben Sie keine Schmerzen?
g. Rab'n S' kaan' Turk'n g'seg'n?
Raben Sie keinen Turken gesehen?
h. Gehst denn net!
Denn geht es nicht!
Much can be said about the above examples of the Vienna dialect as compared to the
general version of German. Let us note only the following points: I) in speech, there is a
high frequency of occurrence of contracted form; (self~vident) vowels, especially the
schwa (i.e. the unstressed central vowel I g /), as in wii nsch', g'speist, hab 況 ， g'seg'n, and
the like, are often omitted; the omission of other sounds, as of lui in the first syllable of
zu haben ‘to have' in (a) and zu rnachen 'to make' in (b), and of the vowel li:1 in the:
personal pronoun Sie 'you (polite form)', is self~vident in the sense that it does not hinder
communication. 2) Lexical旬， there is 'a change in the basic vocabulary: a is substituted
for ein ‘a, one', dees for dies(es) ‘this', rna for rnir ‘to me', i for ich ‘I', net for nicht ‘not',
etc. 3) Morphological 旬， there is a simplification ofinflectional endings, often by omitting
them altogether, as an' in (d) (for eine ‘a, one') and kaan' in (g) (for keinen 'no (in the
sense of 'not any'y). 4) Phonetically and phonologically, there is also a systematic change~
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3.3 Second-language Development
The development of a second language (German) in the main subject of study has
been an interesting and revealing process. This happened in a period of two years
(September 1982 - August 1984) in the German-speaking country of Austria. The child,
then one year and eleven months old, arrived in the capital of the country, Vienna, in
mid-September, 1982 (the mother had already been there for a little more than one year)
and was to stay there for at least two years. She arrived there with no previous knowledge
of German. The next month, when she had just celebrated her second birthday, she was
sent to a public Austrian kindergarten downtown Vienna, where she began to face a com-
pletely different culture and language.
The little child must have had a very hard time staying for the first few weeks in the
Austrian kindergarten, for it had no linguistic means even to express its immediate needs
(of hungry, thirst, etc.). The parents taught the child nothing of the language since, as a
matter of fact, language could hardly be “taught" to a two-year-old child, unless it had
the imminent need to acquire it.
The child did. A few weeks later, some German words began to slip from the tonque
of the child. Those were all the words or expressions for basic needs in life and for the
people and objects that the child came daily in contact with. In sequential order, the are:
(2) a. Puppe ‘doll'
b. Tante ‘aunt(ie)' (the kindergartner)
c. Lulu ‘making water'
d. nein ‘no'
e. esse ‘eat(lst.sg.pres.)'
f. *drinke (inexact form for trinke ‘drink(lst.sg.pres.)')
g. weg! ‘(go) Away! Get out ofhere! Leave me alone!'
h. 0 ja! ‘Oh yes'
i. weh-weh! (expressing pain)
j. nohomei (Wienerisch form for nochmal ‘once again', uttered with exactly the
Vienna intonation)
k. bitte ‘please'
1. hoppla! ‘Watch out!'
m. hallo ‘hello'
n. Wiedersehen bye-bye! ‘Bye!'326 教學與研究第七期
o. das! ‘That (one)!'
p. Suggie (child form for) Zucker ‘sugar, candie'
q. ?Zuggie (child form for) Zucker ‘sug缸， candie' or Zug ‘train'
r. muzzie (child form for) schmutzig ‘dirty'
s. 叮I!assa (inexact form for) Wasser ‘water'
1. Hund ‘dog'
u. Katze ‘cat'
v. Siggie 'Siggi (the name ofa cocoa drink)'
w.du! ‘you!'
x. bravo! ‘bravo! great!'
y.geh! ‘Go (away)!' ‘It's permitted!'
It is interesting and revealing to scrutinize these early German utterances of the
subject, especially in comparison with the development of the early utterances of the
first language. To begin with, it is interesting that the form Puppe ‘doll' developed as
the first lexical item in the child's experience with the second language. From a socio-
linguistic point of view, the situation is easily explained. The real story goes like this: On
the first day when the child was brought to the kindergarten by her parents, she cried (as
any other child may) and would not stay. The kindergartner held her in her arm and gave
her a doll, saying,“eine Puppe一-das ist eine Puppe" (‘a doll一一this is a doll'). This was
actually the first German utterance that the child “learned." It certainly did not acquire
the whole sentence with correct German inflection (which would be too complicated for
her), but only the name for the object, Puppe. As a doll is perhaps the first personal
belonging for all children, it is no surprise that the linguistic form for it develops very
early in the child's language experience.
The second form which developed was the word for the kindergartner, Tante. This
from a sociolinguistic point of view is again interesting and meaningful. Since the kinder-
gartner was the first person whom the child there came in close contact with, the linguistic
form naturally developed for her prior to all others. The same interpretation holds perhaps
also for the development, in sequential order, of the next few forms in corpus (2): Lulu.
the child form for going to lavatory, which is an immediate need for the child; nein 'no',
the form for denial and rejection; esse, ‘(I) eat', for expressing something like “I'm hungry;
I want to eat something"; *drinke '(I) drink', for 呵 'm thirsty; I want to drink something",
though with a mispronunciation of the unaspirated word-initial consonant cluster Idrl for見童期雙語情景與學習德語 327
Itrl (the latter being more difficult for the child to pronounce); weg! ‘Away!', the form
for use when one is upset and wants to be alone, or for rejecting disturbance; 0 ja! ‘Oh
yes!', for confirmation in general, or for an agreement or consent made in a casual manner,
like “That's all right!"; weh-we缸， the expression of pain, as when one gets hurt or stum-
bles over something, which happens very often among children; 相ohomei ‘once again', a
form with which to ask someone else to repeat something; bitte ‘please',.the most fre·
quently and widely used word in the Austrian cUlture,5 which is often used even when the
kindergartner speaks to the little children; and so on. In sum,at this point,it mustbe noted
that the development of all forms一 -and in such an order一一takes on almost always a
social, environmental and/or oultural significance. Only in such a meaningful linguistic
setting can the language of a child一 -either of the first or of a second--be properly and
naturally developed.
One finds interesting results comparing the early developments of the two systems
(i.e., L1 , Chinese, and L2 , German) in this particular case of the subject. Significant
correlations seem to hold between the two processes. When one compares corpus (2) of
L2 with the previous corpus of L1 (in Appendix I), some important results regarding the
language development of this child一-and presumably of all children of the same back祖
ground一-may be obtained, namely:
1. The linguistic form for ‘doll' developed as the first meaningful lexical unit in both
languages.
2. The forms for two persons, nai-nai, ‘grandma' in L1 and Tante in L2 , developed
respectively as the second significant forms in both processes. In exactly the same
order (in both languages as a third item) developed the form naio-niao and Lulu,
expressing the same basic need. So did the expressions for the other basic needs of
life: fa研fan ‘rice' and esse '(I) eat' developed as a fourth and fifth meaningful utter-
ance,respectively, for example.
3. Interesting enough is that the form for negation and refusal (in Chinese, bu; in
German, nein) developed in the observed child firstly in L2 rather than L1 • The
German form nein developed very early in the child's experience of L2 , when the
corresponding L1 form bu had not occurred. This explains probably the fact that in
5. The communicative functions of bitte are many, which correspond by and large to English ‘please',
‘you're welcome!',‘excuse me',‘come in (please)!',‘with pleasure!',‘don't mention it!',‘(1 beg
your) pardon?',‘help yourself (to the food. etc.)!', etc.'
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Stages of ~-development and language consciousness
The development of the second language in the main subject of study may be divided
into three functionally distinct stages. These are:
1st Stage: Oct. 1982 - Apr. 1983 (ca. 7 months)
2nd Stage: May 1983 - Aug. 1983 (ca. 4 months)
3rd Stage: Sep. 1983 - Aug. 1984 (ca. 1 year)
The division of the whole process of L2 -development of the child is by no means totally
arbitrary, for it is based on an actual observation ofthe situation in which the language was
acquired and manipulated by the subject being studied. Each of the stages has therefore its
own characteristics.
The first stage
During the first stage ofthe child's second-language experience, which began with the
day it was sent to the Austrian kindergarten, the subject exposed herself to whatever was
exposed to her: the new language together with the new culture. The forms or expressions
she acquired during this period take on a heavily loaded social significance. The first L2
form she uttered, Tante ‘aunt', for example, meant for her not only the person referred to
(i.e., the particular kindergartner), but also perhaps hoppla! ‘watch out!', weh! (an ex-
pression for pain), and the like. This is justified by the observation that, whenever some
kid in the group stumbled over something, or whenever someone got hurt, she (as well as
some other kids who saw it) almost always said “Tante!"一 -even when the kindergartner
was not present. What's more interesting, the child uttered the same expression even at
home, where there certainly was not such a person. This is to say, the form Tante meant
for her, aside from the denotation of a kindergartner, also a call for attention and help in
the face ofimmediate danger,for care in the face of need, for providing safety in the face
offear, etc.
A second feature of the first stage is that, except for a few, all the utterances were
made up of only one word (see the previous corpus of (2)), i.e., almost all of them were
single-word expressions or the so-called one-word sentence. At this point it must be noted
that many of the one-word utterances of little children from a functional point of view
should be considered as full statements (i.e., propositions) rather than as isolated lexemes
because they stand for complete propositional concepts of the child who utters the forms.
As the child said “Das!" (lit. ‘That/This!'), for instance, it meant, judging from the330 教學與研究第七期
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situation of communication,“I want that one." The complete proposition was in the
mind, though the child did not yet have the kind of language一一language in terms ofthe
adults一 -to express it.
A third characteristic at this stage is the lack of inflection. For any highly inflected
language like modern German it is impossible to expect anyone who sets out for it to
produce the language with all the correct inflectional endings of the proper sentence. At
least two items in the child's early speech, however, seem to have been correctly con-
jugated: esse '(I) eat' and *drinke '(I) drink'. These are still to be considered as solid
forms, which are perhaps the result of direct imitation, for, at the same time, there was no
form in the speech of the child as i{3t '(you/he/she) eat(s)', though once for a while there
was the fluctuation between esse (the proper form for the Is1.sg.) and essen (the infinitive
form and the form for Is1. and 3rd.pl., and for the polite form of 2nd.sg. and pl.), some-
times saying esse! and some other time saying essen! for the function of ‘I want to eat
(this 、 that ， something)" As another example the child said, instead of the correctly con-
jugated form schla[e '(I) sleep', almost always the infinitive form schla[en. All this and
similar evidence indicates that, when any child, native or non-native, comes to acquire such
a highly inflected language as German,it acquires the lexical items together with the forms
in which the lexemes happen to show up for that particular communicative function; and
not, as one supposes,acquires lexemes and forms separately. That is to say, the lexeme, the
form,and the semantic function are acquired altogether as a single unit.
A fourth feature is that, as with the early development of the mother tongue,gram-
matical markers are almost always deleted. Instead of nimmt den Ball 'Take the ball', for
example, the child almost always said nimm Ball (I i仁， 'Take ball'), where the definite
article,together with its case information,is deleted.
A final characteristic of the first stage is the unawareness of the existence of two
systems. This is interesting, for the child, while speaking two completely different lan-
guages, was not conscious that actually there were two. Thus it may well be said that,
mentally, the two systems were fused into one in the child, though in actual application
the child somehow had the innate capability to keep the two apart and switch between
them.
The second stage
The second stage of the development of L2 in the main subject is characterized by
the emergence of short but grammatically full sentences, by the occurrence of case in-見童期雙語情景與學習德語 331
flection, by a better manipulation of the grammatical gender of nouns, and by more
frequent use of pronouns and function words. Part ofthe utterances ofthis period appear
as follows:
(3) a. daher! ‘from there!'
b. komm! 'Come!'
c. dank schO'n (inexact form for danke schO'n 'Thanks a lot')
d. komm mir her! ‘Come to me (here)!'
e. du nie! ‘You can never (do that)!'
f. na geh! ‘Ohgo!' ‘Oh, that'll do!'
g. ja? ‘Right?'
h. ein, zw剖 ， drei, los! ‘one, two, three, go!'
i. der Mond da! ‘The moon there!'
j. eine Puppe das! ‘That's a doll'
k. *die Hande (incorrect form for die Hiinde 'the hands')
1. *das meinePapa (inexact form for das (ist) mein Papa ‘That('s) my papa')
m. *meine Muttie komm (inexact form for meine Muttie kommt ‘My mother is
coming')
n. Schau mal das! ‘Just look at that!'
o. ist gut '(It) is good'
p. mach das! ‘Do it!'
q. *ich gehe wasche (inexact form for ich gehe waschen ‘I go to wash (my hands)')
r. mein Papa da ‘My papa there'
s. nimm den Ball! ‘Take that ball!'
1. Papa schau! die Tante mach das! ‘Papa look! 'Thr.l auntie does (is doing, did) that!'
u. na(H ‘(It's) wet!'
v. was ist das? ‘What is it?'
w. Essen aufdem Tisch ‘(The) meal (is) on the table'
x. ich komme morgen wieder ‘I come tomorrow again'
Interesting and significant conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of corpus
(2) and corpus (3). Whereas almost all utterances in (2) are one-word sentences, most of
(3) are composed of two or more words and some are even longer. It was in this period
that basic structures of sentences began to evolve. Aside from the early one-word'
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ihr kommt 'you come'
sie kommen ‘they come'
'hat. . . gemacht ‘has done/did' 的 when the time reference is past or perfect.
Some other deviations from adult speech as found in the corpora (2) and (3) are the
use of dank for danke in (3c), Hande for Hiinde in (3k), meine for mein in (31), komm
for kommt in (3m), wasche for waschen in (3q), etc. When all these and other “e叮ors" are
corrected in the way the adult thinks they should be, they become no doubt “better"
language 一-but no longer the child's language. The developing child is bound, therefore,
to make mistakes.
In addition, results ofthe observation ofthe language ofthe developing child confirm
the general statement that the final linguistic code of the child is the result ot slow, con-
tinuous development and evolution. It is the result of a long, continuous process of self-
adjustment, self-correction, internalization, and generalization, discarding whatever does
not conform with the general code of the speech community and consolidating whatever
does in its way to approxjmate the general, adult code. Let us look closely at some more
details ofthe corpora:
1. Development ofverb forms: Conjugation ofGerman verbs is much more complicated
than that of English and asa result it is generally much more difficult to acquire the
correct verb forms of German than those of English. For any verb, for example,
there exist several different forms in the Indicative Present:
ich komme 'I comed4 wir kommen 'we come'
du kommst ‘you come'
。 /sie/es kommt
‘he/she/it comes'
And, as in Mandarin Chinese, there exists also a particular pronoun form for the
polite address in the second person, singular and plural (the plural form ofMandarin
αIi的時 ， ?ning-men 您憫， being less acceptable), which in isolation can be distin-
guished only in writing:
Sie kommen 'you(sg. & pI.) come'
For the imperativethere exist also different fonns for the second person singular and
plural:
komm! ‘你ou) come!' kommt! ‘你ou) ∞me!'
13. German present perfect corresponds English present perfect and simple past. Germlln simple past,
however, is much more limited in use than English simple past.
14. German has no progressive tense forms; simple forms, therefore, also signify progressive meaning,
depending on the context. ich komme, for example, corresponds either I come or I am coming.，
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all the nouns in the sentence. What's more difficult, all such information must be
controlled and processed all at once at the fraction ofa second ofspeaking. In order
to produce a simple sentence like
Sie gehen in一一_Restaurantund bestellen 一---.W iener Schnitzel，一一_Kalbsbrat 凹，
一一_Kotelett ，一一_Wurstund einige Brote. 一一_Trinken bestellen sie一一_Aperi­
t汀，一_Milch，一一_Kaffee，一一一Bier und一_Apfelsaft.Aber sie bestellen 一一一
16 Suppe und一一_Salat.
the non-native learner has to keep in mind all the different grammatical genders of
the things involved一一組y ， that Vienna veal cutlet (Wiener Schnitzel) is neuter (some-
times masculine), that a restaurant is neuter, that roast veal (kalbsbraten) is mascu-
line, that cutlet (Kotelett) is neuter, that sausage (Wurst) is feminine, that aperitif is
masculine, that milk(Milch) is feminine,and the like--for the correct use ofarticles.
And all this must be done in a fraction ofa second! It is therefore no easy job for the
non-native. How, then, does the native child come to manage this? The question is
by no means easy to answer. From a general point ofview, all children are born with
the innate capability to acquire their native language, no matter how simple or
complex the language is. Yet this does not happen overnight. The acquisition ofthe
grammatical gender of nouns in German children, as the writer observes, is the result
of a long, gradual process of identification, differentiation, analogy and self-correc-
tion. It is a process of accumulation and practice. The native child usually begins its
linguistic experience without much consciousness to the sex of persons and things it
encounters, using normally only the bare form of nouns without sex distinction，的
Tante komm{t) ‘Auntie, come!/Auntie is coming', Puppe da ‘(The) doll (is) there',
schau! Mond! ‘Look! (the) moon!', Hund ist da ‘(The) dog is there', nimm Ball!
‘Take (the) ball', etc. Later on, as the child begins to recognize that there is still
something (i.e., an article with gender inflection) that goes with most ofthe namesof
persons and things, it begins to imitate 祉， producing die Tante ‘the auntie' (the
kindergartner), die Puppe ‘the doll', die Suppe ‘the soup', and a few others. Soon
the child developed also the feminine possessive adjective meine, saying meine Tante
‘my auntie'、 meine Puppe ‘my doll', meine Muttie ‘my mother', meine Suppe ‘my
16. The answer is:
Sie gehen in das Restaurant und bestellen e的 (einen) Wiener Schnitzel, einen Kalbsbraten, ein
Kotelett, eine Wurst und einige Brote. Zum Trinken bestellen sie einen Aperitif, eine Milch, einen
Kaffee. ein Bier und einen Apfelsaft. Aber sic hestellen keine Suppe und keinen Sa1at.‘
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to a minimum. This is the case of murmuring. When one murmurs, one is usually not
conscious of the language he uses. When one murmurs,one is usually not doing translation
of any kind, but has to encode the concepts and propositions he has in his mind with a
language of which he is normally unaware at the very moment ofspeaking. In order to be
able to do this, the concepts themselves一 -at least part of them--must be formed in the
language in use and not another; so must the propositions, which are to be realized as
the surface sentences of speech.
This is almost exactly the case of the subject. She began to attend Austrian kinder-
garten at a time when the mother tongue had not fully developed, and therefore must have
acquired, not a means of translation, but the language itself. Many of the concepts，的­
pecially the culturally specific ones, must have been formed directly in that language. The
parents did not do any translation for her, either. They never once told her what some-
thing is called in one language and how it is named in the other. It was therefore the child's
own privilege to decide to use which to express what.
Previously we have mentioned one characteristic of L2 development of the main
subject in terms of language consciousness, namely, that it was at the beginning of the
third stage (or some time toward the end of the second) that the child began to be aware
of the existence of two systems. This may be evidenced from the following corpus, which
is a dialog between the child and her father, taken from a tape-recording made some time
at the beginning ofthe third stage: 17
(5) T: ... Schau!
F: Was ist das?
T: Schau! 方方的 Was das? 不要講德文嘛!
F: la. Warum?
T: 那個是方方的，對不對?
hf. -明嘛 叫文 w
德
S
區
F
仰自悶 ，均不 nfT
F: Warum? Warum nicht Deutsch?
T: Nein!
F: Nein? (both laugh)
17: Transcribed exactly as it appears in the tape.
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Nicht Id3a:d3 I. . . nicht Id3a:d3 I . . . /,a: 'lail ， 過來 I II;) 'sail ， 過來 I. . .Ich
trinke那個. .
Was ist das, wei(3 du?
/php/f fexpression ofagreementj
Dart?
Brauch nich' das gem?
Was ist das, denn?
Ahal . . . Tante so machen . .
So machen?
l',lh',llI . . . neich . . . neich. . . Brauch nich' das gem?
Warum brauch nicht?
Ich brauch' nich' das.
Du brauchst nicht das?
Weisen so . . . das machen so machenl
Hast du schon mal das gesehen?
/php/fMach das ja.
Mach das au/?
/php/Jf
Gutl一 -dann mach das aufl (brief pause) Pa(3 aufl (laugh) Nein, das geht nicht,
das geht nicht, das geht nicht . . .
Ich一 -ich mach一 -machen sol一-machen . . . mach. . . neinl
Nein, ne帥 ， nein, nein, neinl Du kannst das nicht selbst machenl
o jal
o jal
342
T:
F:
T:
F:
T:
F:
T:
F:
T:
F:
T:
F:
T:
F:
T:
F:
T:
F:
T
F:
T:
F:
T: Mein Bon一 -BONI (T=Ting-ting, the subject; F=father)
可明嘲
Several significant observations can be made of the above corpus. Firstly, code
switch is much easier for the child than for the adult,a fact which can be justified from the
frequent, natural and unconscious shift of code between German and Chinese in the
speech of the child. Switch of code happens most naturally，的 in ich trinke 那個， when
the snytax and lexicon of the two languages blend at the outset of a discourse, or only
when the problem is brought to the surface of awareness; elsewhere，的 in the midst of a
discourse, it is relatively low. Thirdly, the linguistic code (in this case, a second code),
once triggered, moves on by itself一-somethingwhich happens perhaps only with (bil扭﹒兒童期雙語情景與學習德語 343
gual) children who have come to acquire a language since early childhood. Fourthly,
grammar and form are less 的lportant for the child than is the pragmatic need of getting
meaning across. As such, inexact pronunciation of words (represented by misspellings,
as *neich, perhaps for nein 'no' or for nach ‘after'; *weisen, for wissen ‘know', etc.),
grammatical i1l-formedness of various types (as *weisen so . . . das machen so machen!.
reconstructed as wissen Sie ， 的 ist so . . . man kann das so machen! ‘you know, it is so .
。ne can do it this way!), elliptical structures (as was das? for was ist das? ‘What is it?';
brauch nich' das gem;戶， for brauchst du nicht das gern? ‘Don't you need it (gladly)?';
so machen 九 for kann man so machen? 'Can one do so?'; etc.), incorrect recognition and/or
application of the gender, number, or case of nouns (as *meine Bonbon!, for mein Bon-
bon! '(It's) my candy!) and inexact conjugation ofverbs (as *ich mach一 -machen so 人 for
ich mache so! ‘I do it so!), and the like, all occur. But the function of communition, it
must be noted however, i!; not hindered despite all such “mistakes"; anyone who knows
German can easily understand the meaning as intended and expressed by the child.
As a conclusion to this section, the writer would like to make one further com-
parison of the characteristics of the three stages in terms of language production on a
stimulus-reponse (S-R) basis. The results, as then observed,are as follows:
Table I: Language response in terms ofstimulus
S=L, S=L2 S=。
Ist stage: ***L, **L, ***L,
2nd stage: **L, **L 2 **L,
3rd stage: *L2 ***L2 **L2
S=(1anguage) Stimulus, L,=first language (Mandarin Chinese),
L2 =second language (German), ~no stimulus, *=sometimes (ca.30%)
**=usually (ca.70%), ***=almost always (more than 90%)
τbe tabulated results require a little explanation: starting from upper-left representation of
“ ***L,", it means, during the first stage, when the stimulus was given in the first language
(S=L" i.e., when someone said something to the child in Chinese), the response was
almost always made also in the first language. Horizontally, when the stimulus was given in
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9. Liou 6 M V A.k/A.s. C C G G
10. Cheng 5 M T A.k. C G/C G G 4
11. Chian 4 F V A.k. G G G G
12. Huang 7 M T J.k./Am.s. C C/J E/C C 2
13. Yii 9 M V E.s. G/C/K G/K/E G/E ?
14. Chiang! 5 M T C.k/A.k. C C C C
15.αliang 2 3 F T A.k C C C C
16. Hsii 3 M V C C C C
17. Chen' 12 F T A:k/A.s. C G G G 8
18. Tseng 8 F T A.k/A.s. C G G G 6
19. Chen'\ 4 F T C C C C
20. Chen"2 2 F T C C C C
Ting-ting 4 F T A.k. C C G C 2
Abbreviations: LD=language dominance, CLl=contact language 1, CL2=c6ntact lan-
guage 2, TDL=total dominating language, V(.)=Vienna, M=male, F=female, T=Taiwan,
A.k.=Austrian kindergarten, A.s.=Austrian (primary) school, E.s.=English school, Am.s.=
American school, C.k.=Chinese kindergarten (in Taiwan), J.k.=Japanese kindergarten (in
Japan), C=Chinese, G=Gerrtlan, E=English, J=Japanese, K=Korean, /=and,“-" means
in the column of “ School attended" that the child had so far attende no school, and in
the column of “ Length of stay 阻 V." that, as the child was born in Vienna,it had stayed
there since then. 1βwer-case numerals indicate children of the same family. Asterisk (吋
indicates that the child is a half-blood. In “ C/G",“G/C", and the like, ordering of the
elements is significant.
Very interesting observations can be.made of the above data. First is the existence
of two contact languages of the bilingual children. A contact language is defined here as
the one by which the bridge of communication is built. Like a lingua franca, a contact
language makes it possible for speakers of partia1ly different linguistic background to
communicate with one another. Specifically here,“CLl" (contact language1) refers to
the language by which the child establishes contact with the parents (and the parents
only), whereas “CL2" (contact language 2) refers to the one by which the child establishes
linguistic contact with people other than the parents一-with schoolmates, friends, play-
mates, etc., and even among brothers and sisters.348 教學與研究第七期
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As is seen in the data, the distinction between two contact languages is not only
beneficial but necessary for discussion. The contact languages for these two different
communicative situations一 -one with the parents and the other with others一-are for
many children different, and therefore there is the need of establishing two contact lan-
guages.
A second necessity is the establishing ofa so-called “total dominate language" (TDL)
of the bilingual child. This is done in reaction to the consideration that, even when the
child uses two (or more) linguistic codes in its contact with the already set up two diι
ferent categories ofsubjects (i.e., parents and not-parents)--in other words, even when
the child has an “almost equal command" of the two (or more) languages involved一 -one
of the languages will still tend to dominate the other(s) in terms of the very competence
ofthe child. 18 This means, simply put, that the child, despite an almost equal command of
two or more systems, still, by and large, commands one ofthem at best. The concept ofa
totally dominating language is therefore also necessary. Still next is the language domin-
ance of the parents, which has been found closely correlated to the language command of
the child (see 4.2 below).
A few examples will make the writer's point clear. Subject No.2, Hsiao, a 9-year~ld
boy, for instance, speaks sometimes German and sometimes English to his parents, but
almost always German to others (even to Chinese children). Therefore, his CLl=German
and English (in shown order), and CL2=German, though he commands, by and large,
German better than English. The parents of the child (whom the writer knows well) are
both Chinese, the father being from Hongkong and the mother from Taiwan. The father
has as his mother tongue Cantonese but has attended English schools (both in Hongkong
and elsewhere) for a long time and therefore speaks English well enough. The mother has
Mandarin Chinese as a mother tongue but has also for some reason come to speak English
pretty well. And, when the two got married, they came to use Mandarin Chinese as a
contact language between husband and wife. Therefore, the dominating language of the
parents is (Mandarin) Chinese. The couple has moved from Taiwan to Austria for a long
time and the child was born there in Vienna. For some reasons, however, the child was
first sent, not as normally to the Austrian kindergarten (which is called actually kin
18. Ambilinguals, those who are equally conversant in all domains of language use in two languages,
are very rare.兒童期雙語情景與學習德語 349
old)), but to the English School in Vienna, where the child acquired the language in its
early childhood. Later on, the child was sent to the Austrian primary school, where he
began to have more intensive contact with German (though he, being born in Vienna,
had been exposed to the language long enough before that). German, then, became a
full-fledged system in him. Chinese, though still the contact language between the parents,
was much subdued in the speech of the child; he speaks it only occasionally with his
parents一 -and in an obviously foreign accent--but most of the cases either in German
or in English, which both the parents also command.
Another typical case of full acquisition of the second language (German) with sub-
dued development of the first (Chinese) is the case of subject No. 11 ,Chian, a 4-year-old
girl, born also in Vienna, who had by the time of investigation attended Austrian kinder-
garten for three years and had come to master German as though it were her native tongue.
A tape-recording of the language of both subjects (Hsiao and Chian, as described
above) has been gathered by the author on a social occasion ofChinese families in Vienna,
appearing on which were also many of the other subjects in Table 2 (namely, subjects
nos. 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20, and the little daughter of the author). The children were
playing, laughing and tracing in a flock while their parents were chatting. One finds how
close the speech of subjects nos. 2 and 11 comes to native speech (i.e., the Vienna variety
of German: see Chapter 2), when one listens to the tapes gathered. (Owing to the scope of
the paper, it will not be possible to include a section on the presentation and discussion
of the material. Anyone who is interested in it may ask personally for it from the author.)
The most complicated case of bilingualism 一-mu1tilingualsim ， more precisely 一is
perhaps the case with subject no. 13, Yii, a 9-year-old boy, who was also born in Vienna
but whose case is much more interesting and revealing than all the others. The parents
of the child are of different native language and nationality: the father is a Chinese from
Taiwan and the mother is Korean. And, interestingly enough--as the author has been
told--the husband and wife seemed to have no contact language at the time when they
fell in love and got married (!). The two got to know each other some fifteen years ago in
Germany, when they came from Taiwan and Korea respectively to study th
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of Korean as a mother tongue was reinforced by an additional factor ofthe mother ofthe
wife (an elderly lady who understood only Korean and who came over to stay with the
family soon after the birth ofthe child.) The child, then, acquired the native tongue of the
mother as the first language, although the father, who did not (and does not still) under-
stand Korean, could talk to his child only in Chinese, German, or English, which the
child evidently did not understand (or understood only very little) and which did not
develop in him until much later. “ Very often," said the father,“we just did not know
what language to use while we all were sitting in the living room." Furthermore, as one
finds in the data, the child had attended only the British School in Vienna by the time of
the survey. The contact language between the child and his parents was,at the time ofthe
German either (toboth parents), Korean (to mother only), or English
(mostly to father). His second contact language was German (for life outside the family)
investigahon,
and English (for life at the British school). As the child commanded the three languages,
by and large, with the same degree of fluency, it is therefore difficult to decide which
language一 -at least at the time when the survey was being made一一he commanded best.
Thus a question mark has been placed at the column of total dominate language (i.e.,
TDL being uncertain). This does not mean, however, that the child commands the three
languages almost equally well in all areas oflanguage use. As the three have been acquired
ferent
at somewhat different periods of time, in different environmental settings, and in diι
communicative situations一 that is, in different speech “domains" (see 0.): 19
English
German
Korean
Age
|L::. 〉 1 ♂三心沁
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
sporadic exposure
environmental exposure
的侈仍仍仍仍仿 d formal exposure
Fig. 1
19 In the figure below: “sporadic" as the term implies; “environmental" refers to the setting for daily
life; “formal" refers to formal (school) education or instruction.·
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Here,“excellent" means a full command of L2 , for use in all domains of language use in
which the child falls; “good" means an intermediate level of proficiency less than a full
command but more than “sufficient"; “sufficient" refers to a level oflanguage command
which is adequate for living in that linguistic community, i.e., enough for expressing one-
self, for communicating with others, and for conducting daily interactions with native
speakers of the speech community. The next two levels are as the labels imply. The cor-
relation between the language command of the parents and that of the child is clearly
revealed in Table 3 above.
4.3 Identification
Observation and tests have also been made of the bilingual children's degree of
identification with the language and culture in which they live, i.e., with Austria, its
language and its culture. A small questionaire (though far from a good one, as the re-
searcher now looks back at it) has been devised and given to twenty bilingual Chinese
children. The results are:
Table 4: Degree ofidentification
Questions Answers
“ja" “nein
N=20 ‘yes' ‘no'
a. “ Sprichst du Deutsch?" 20 O
(Do you speak German?)
b “'Bist du Osterreicher (in)戶， 7 11
(Are you Austrian?)
c. “Sprichst du auch Chinesisch?" 13 5
(Do you speak Chinese, too?)
d. “'Bist du Chinese?" 16 2
(Are you Chinese?)
? (J
o 0
2 0
。 2
These questions, asked orally in German，缸e ， as they appe缸 to be, much too plain,
so that the motivation of testing the psychologically subconscious sense of identification
may not be elicited. Of the four questions, question (a) was answered by all twenty sub-
jects with ‘'ja" (“yes"), which means that they all can understand German (otherwise'
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the grammatical genders of German nouns, which are hundreds and thousands in
number, are almost completely arbitrary and conventional: there is no reason, for
example, why the sun should be feminine (die Sonne) but the moon masculine
(der Mond), why the hand should be feminine (die Hand) but the foot masculine
(der Fu(3), why the head should be masculine (der Kopf) but the hair on it neuter
(das Haar), why the lake should be masculine (der See) but the sea一 -in German the
same word一- feminine (die See) and something similar, Meer ‘sea, ocean', neuter
(das Meer), whya door should be feminine (die Tilr) but a bigger door, a gate, neuter
(das Tor), why wine should be masculine (der Wein) but beer neuter (das Bier), . . .,
or why Madehen ‘girl, lass' and Fraulein ‘miss', which are undeniably feminine,
should be neuter.
None of these seems “reasonable", yet all of them are German. The teacher's task
is, then, to help the non-native student, as far as possible, remember the exact gender
of each German noun. At this point, the usual practice--and so far the best and
“ clumsiest" one一 -is to introduce any noun together with a gender marker (usually
the definite article in the nominative case), saying “der Kop[, die Hand, das Ohr, das
Haar, die Auge, das Gesic衍 ， der Korper, der Fu l3, der Hals, der Magen, die Lunge,
die Leber, das Knie, die Niere; die Sonne, der Mond, der Stern; das Land, die See,
das Meer, die Luft, der Bach, der Berg, der.Flu/3, die Wiese, der Wald, das Tal; das
Bueh, der Bleistift, die Tafel, die Kreide, das Papier, das Studium, die Sehule, die
Universitat; das Essen, das Getrank, die Suppe, das Kotelett, das (der) Wiener Seh-
nitzel, der Wein , das Bier, die Wurst, der Salad, die Salami, der Appetit, die Frueht,
der Loffel, die Gabel, der Apfelsaft, der Ko刀切， der Tee, das (E/3)Stabehen. . ." and
not, as some teachers may do, only the noun alone: “Kop[, Hand, Ohr, Haar . . ."
That is, whenever a noun is mentioned, it is mentioned together with the definite
article, even though the definiteness of the person or thing referred to is not in-
tended.
5. The four-way distinction of (surface) case ofnouns, which is also to be agreed with in
all the articles, pronouns, adjectives, etc., is another tough problem for the Chinese
student to cope with. Certain verbs, prepositions and adjectives go with specific
cases of nouns and therefore should be idiosyncratically memorized. Since the de-
clension of German is an interaction of three g~
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particular, sometimes personally preferred, techniques and materials. The writer
makes however the following suggestions: for 1) above, care must be taken not to
complicate the learning process by providing at the beginning a full conjugation of
the German verb, which would run several pages and would do nothing but confusing
the student and scaring him away. For 2), the introduction ofthe subjunctive should
be retained until a much later time, when the students have familiarized themselves
with the basic indicative and imperative forms; this complies again with the order of
development of the native child, who does not acquire the subjunctive forms of his
own language until much later. For 3), separable verbs,25 since they occur so often
both in the spoken and written l~nguageand cannot normally be replaced by another
verb (this is a different situation from English, where most of the two (there)-word
verbs一一that is, VERB + PARTICLE combinations 一 -can be replaced by a single-
word verb without .much loss of meaning and idiom), should be introduced and
thoroughly drilled at due time in the beginning of the teaching process, because a
late introduction of this facet of the German verb will leave the development of
the separable verbs forever behind. Thus, whenever the communication situation
requires, the teacher should introduces sentences containing separable verbs like
abfahren ‘leave, depart', ankommen ‘aπive' ， aufpassen ‘be careful (of)', aussehen
‘seem, look', beitragen ‘contribute', darstellen ‘represent', einkaufen ‘shop', fest-
halten ‘hold fast', herkommen ‘come here', hineingehen ‘go in(to)', hingehen ‘go
there', kennenlernen 'get to know', losgehen ‘start, begin', mitkommen ‘come with',
nachdenken ‘think (over)', umgeben ‘surround', vorbereiten ‘prepare', vorbeigehen
‘pass by, miss', wegwerfen 'throwaway', weiterfahren ‘drive farther', zuhoren ‘listen
(to)', zuruchkommen ‘come back', zusammenfassen ‘summarize', and the like. This
should be done because there is at this point of structure a great peculiarity of
German syntax, which, as far as the writer has observed, is very difficult for non-
native learners of German to acquire一一that is, the separation of the two parts of
each of these verbs and the tagging of the particle element always to the very end of
the sentence, as:
25. Not all PARTICLE + STEM verbs are separable, and a few are in one sense separable and in another
sense not. The inseparable prefixes are be., emp-, ent-, er-, ge-, hinter-, miβ ， ob-, ver- and zer-, and
the few middle cases are words like iiberlegen (separable when it means ‘layover', with stress
falling on the particle; inseparable when it means ‘consider', with stress falling on the stem).
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•
(lit.“to house"). In practical teaching, it- is better to present a:nd drill such expres-
sions as zum Beispiel, zu Hause, am Apparat, am Vormittag ‘before noon, in the
morning', bei Tage ‘in the daytime', and the like,as a single syntactico-semantic unit
than analyze them into PREPOSITION + (ARTICLE) + NOUN combinations and
look for the “exact meaning" of the preposition in each case.
Summary and Conclusion
In the “Introduction" of the paper the writer has provided some tentative definitions
for the terms “bilingualism" and “bilingual" and associated them with some closely related
concepts. In the first chapter the author states briefly the subjects, methods and delimita-
tion of the study. In the second chapter the writer gives a brief description of the variety
of German as spoken in Austria, especially as spoken in Vienna, where the study of the
language of the bilingual Chinese children was made. Chapter three describes in consider-
able detail the language development of the main subject, the writer's daughter. It des-
cribes,. in other words, how the child developed to be a bilingual. As the development of
L1 and L2 is a continuum, L 1 -development of the subject, as well as the linguistic back-
ground of the parents, has also been briefly described. In the description and discussions,
implications for language acquisition from socio- and psycholinguistic points of view have
always been made clear. Chapter four presents the results ofa briefsurvey ofa population
of about fifty subjects. A number of interesting and significant phenomena, such as lan-
guage dominance, contact language, correlation between the language proficiencies of
parents and children, sense of identification, code switch, transfer and interference, etc.,
have been discussed in some detail. The last chapter, chapter five, deals with the pedagog-
ical implications for teaching (learning) German to (by) adult Chinese speakers in the
light of the foregoing observations made on the bilingual children, in terms of areas of
difficulty. While some of the ultimate problems concerning a person's acquisition of his
native tongue remain a mystery, the acquisition of a second or third language, which in
most or even all domains of language use parallels the first, can be viewed to some extent
a “miracle". The linguist's task is to explain as far as possible this miracle and the lan-
guage teacher's, to create it.
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